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Digital archiving of bioacoustic data provides both curatorial and scientific
benefits. To realze these benefits, key system requirements must be satis-
fied. This report discusses these requirements, and describes the software
tools developed by the WHOI bioacoustic laboratory to maintain and utilize
an archive of digitized biological sounds. These tools are written in standard
C code, and are designed to run on PC-compatible microcomputers. Both
the usage and structure of these programs are described in relation to the
SOUND database of marine animal sounds. These tools include software for
analog-to-digital conversion, text header maintenance, data verification and
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Historically, bioacoustics laboratories have maintained librares offield record-
ings and prints of spectrographic analyses. Well-organized catalogs for such
collections permit routine retrieval of tapes or spectrograms in the inventory.
With computer systems, digital technologies can be incrementaly added to
these collections. A more comprehensive review of potential digital appli-
cations suggests that fundamental reorganizations of bioacoustic programs
are appropriate.
Bioaccustic studies are increasingly concerned with objective, quantita-
tive analysis of sounds. Such results can be diffcult to obtain using spectro-
graphic prints. Many research topics require analysis of thousands of sounds;
this would be virtualy impossible without dramatic changes in techniques.
Many laboratories are now confronting the diffculty of maintaining or
accurately reproducing aging analog tapes in their archives. With analog
recording technologies, gradual degradation of the data cannot be avoided.
Aging magnetic tape media and tape duplication introduce artifacts and
corrupt the original recordings.
Digital technologies provide an immediate solution to the archiving prob-
lem. Entire tapes can be converted to digital format and stored on a variety
of media. Although no medium is eternal, some optical storage technologies
are more stable than magnetic tape. In addition, direct digital copies can
be made with extremely low error rates, and such errors can be detected
and removed.
Important benefits can be realzed even if the entire inventory cannot be
digitized. Sound sequences can be digitized and stored as they are analyzed
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in the course of research. Re-analysis can proceed with the digitized copy.
This minimizes the handling of analog tapes, reducing the risk of damage and
degradation from repeated usage. Also, it should be much easier to retrieve
an existing series of digitized sounds than to locate the tapes and queue
the sounds for re-analysis. Digitized sound sequences also provide "voucher
specimens" of the exact acoustic data used to reach scientifc conclusions.
The accumulation of digitized sound sequences can provide new opportu-
nities, by increasing the scope of research. For example, digitized sequences
produced in the course of studying individual or species-specific repertoires
can be combined later to examine the structure and function of these sounds
in broader systematic or geographic contexts. To realize these opportuni-
ties, a laboratory must coordinate computer resources and solve a variety
of data management problems. The value of thousands of digitized sounds
is dramaticaly increased by a flexible means of organizing, selecting, and
retrieving them based on associated biological and environmental data (e. g.
species, geographic location, season, social context, individual identity, sex
and age). We have achieved this capabilty with the SOUND databases and
associated software tools (Watkins, Fristrup and Daher 1991). This report




Our basic resource is a large analog tape library accumulated over more than
40 years. The reorganization ofthese recordings began with the development
of a database to improve access to the material. Each tape is now described
in an entry in the SOUND database (Watkins, Fristrup and Daher 1991),
which includes the geographic location, time, date, species present, social
context, behavioral observations, and other relevant information. SOUND
is currently maintained with INMAGIC software (Cambridge, MA). The
structure of SOUND makes it a convenient starting point for new research
projects. Database queries based on specific research needs can provide
an immediate assessment of the avalable resources, as well as easing their
retrieval. We can evaluate the research potential of our library for particular
historical periods, geographic regions, phylogenetic groups, types of sounds,
etc.
Given the capacity to select tapes of interest, the next need is a means
of converting the acoustic data into digital form suitable for computer data
processing. Two distinct applications can be identified. An investigator may
need to browse tapes to extract particular sounds of interest. This requires
a system that is continuously digitizing, and that can be interrupted by the
operator to save the most recent portion of the signal. Alternatively, an
investigator may wish to convert entire tape recordings into digital form.
This latter application requires software that manages the rapid transfer
of digital data from an analog-todigital converter to a large mass storage
device.
Before digitized acoustic data are accumulated and software tools are
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developed, standard fie formats need to be defined. The fie format should
incorporate a text field containing enough information to ensure proper iden-
tification even if external references are lost. The name and storage location
of a fie can be used to identify sound cuts, but the embedded information
is more secure. Digitized sound sequences - or sound cuts - are of little use
without a convenient means of searchng for and retrieving data of interest.
A second database is an obvious means of organizing sound cut information,
and it can be closely related to the database catalog of tapes. Our sound
cut database is called SOUNDC (Watkins, Fristrup and Daher 1991).
Other requirements for maintaining collections of digital sound cuts are
screening the acoustic data for errors in digitizing, cross-checking the text
data embedded in each sound cut file against that fie's record in the sound
cut database, and automatic routines that manage the transfer of validated
data to archiva mass storage. These are tedious and time-consuming oper-
ations; effcient and reliable methods are critical.
A program for reviewing stored sound cuts and manipulating the data
for further analysis is required. This should provide visual and aural pre-
sentations of the sounds as well as the abilty to make simple measurements
of signal features. Additionally, the program should be capable of exporting
al or portions of a sound cut in convenient fie formats for other analyses.
A coordinated system that meets al of these needs is described below.
Each function, along with the structure and operation of the relevant soft-
ware tools, is discussed.
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3 Digital File Format
It is important that a bioacoustIc collection standardize the format of their
digitized sound files. To assure compatibility, we have adopted a header and
file format based on the capabili ties of a standard commercial analyzer, the
Kay Elemetrics 5500 Digital Signal Processor (Pine Brook, N. J.). Their
"5500" (KAY) format is used. It has a header of 512 bytes; the data follow
in the form of 16 bit binary integers stored in 2's complement, low byte,
high byte format.
The header is a mix of binary and ASCII data. The binary data, written
by the Kay digitizing equipment, record sampling rate, number of bits of
precision, and size of the sound cut. The text field is used for storage of
arbitrary notes and information. In the header, we record a portion of the
record from the SOUNDC database that describes the data to unambigu-
ously identify the source of the material and the digitizing process.
In the following description of the KAY fie header, the bytes in the
header are numbered from 1 to 512. Not al fields are listed.
25-26: ASCII '1' '2' -- number of bits/sample.
27- ASCII. null-terminated string -- number of samples in the file.
65-71: ASCII. "5500S0" -- Kay 5500 "trademark".
121-122: binary integer -- exponent (base 10) for sample rate.
123-124: binary integer -- mantissa for sample rate.
151-512: ASCII text: we insert SOUNOC record information
File names code the identity of the sound cut. The first two characters
are the last two digits of the year the recording was made. The next three
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characters are a tape number within the year; tapes are usualy numbered
sequentialy as they are cataloged. The last three characters are the number
of the digitized sound cut. Because more than 999 cuts may be extracted
from a single tape, we use a 36-base numbering system for the cut number.
This provides over 40000 unique cut names per tape. The digits are 0 - 9,
followed by A - Z. Thus, the cut after OOZ is 010. The remainder of the file
name (the MS-DOS file "type") is .KAY. Thus, 8721101A.KAY is the 46th
cut (#OlA) from the 211th tape recorded in 1987. The first eight characters




We satisfy the digitizing requirements of our research with two modes of
analog-to-digital conversion. In the interactive mode, data are collected
continuously into a ring buffer of random access memory (RAM), with the
oldest data being overwritten by fresh samples as they are acquired. This
cycling is interrupted by the operator when a signal of interest is com-
plete, and the contents of the ring buffer (the digitized signal) are saved on
a mass-storage device as a data fie. In practice, we use real-time sound
spectrographic processors for interactive data collection: the combination of
aural and visual review of taped material promotes more effective signal re-
view and identification. In addition, the interactive mode typically supports
higher sampling rates because the data are stored in system RAM, which
has much faster storage times. About a minute of sound can be stored at
the highest sampling rates in our systems.
In the batch mode, an extended portion of a recording is continuously
digitized into a large fie, usually on a hard disk. These long data fies are
subsequently edited or processed automaticaly to extract signals of interest.
Batch digitizing permits larger volumes of data to be acquired with reduced
operator involvement. We routinely digitize tens of minutes of continuous
sounds at a sampling rate of 80 kHz. Automatic techniques for detecting
and characterizing signals are planned to further expand our data processing
capacity (Fristrup and Watkins 1992, K. Christian pers. comm., J. Buck
pers. comm.).
The Kay Elemetrics 5500 Digital Signal Processor (Pine Brook, N. J.) is
a commercial interactive sound spectrograph used for displaying, selecting,
\
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and digitizing sound cuts. The Kay can sample and display one or two
channels. Its ring buffer has 8 megabytes of memory, which represents 51.2
seconds of data for a single channel at the highest sampling rate available
(81960 Hz). Optional hardware and software permit portions of the data
buffer to be downloaded into an ISA bus computer running MS-DOS. The
fie management software supplied by Kay places binary information (sample
rate, sample precision (bits), data length) in a header that precedes the data.
The operator can choose to insert notes into this header prior to downloading
the signal data.
VOICE is a sound spectrograph developed at the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution (Martin, Catipovic, Fristrup and Tyack 1990). VOICE
consists of an ISA bus microcomputer running MS-DOS, augmented by ana-
log interface and signal processing boards. Its ring buffer is limited to 320
kilobytes of memory, and the maxmum sampling rate for- gap-free data is
about 30 kHz. At the maxmum rate, the buffer holds the most recent five
seconds of signal. Any portion of the ring buffer can be saved as a signal
file. At present, VOICE does not support placing text in the header, but
this function is supplied by other utilties described in Section 5.
CSTRM is a batch digitizing program that runs on an AT-compatible
microcomputer augmented with analog interface hardware. At present, it
is configured to work with the Canetics PC-DMA12 analog interface board.
Key features of the PC-DMA12 are DMA circuitry for both AID and DI A,
100 kHz maxmum sampling rate, anti-alias filtering and programmable in-
put amplifiers. CSTRM streams data to hard disk in the KAY format at
sampling rates up to 83 kHz.
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4.1 CSTRM: A Batch Digitizing System
By: Kurt Fristrup
System requirements: MS-DOS, ISA bus, Canetics PC-DMA12, or an
equivalent A/D board (with modfications to the code), a hard disk system
(fast and large capacity preferable).
Usage: cstrm (dest) (. 64kbyte blocks) (sample rate in Hz)
Before executing CSTRM, the operator should use a utilty that eliminates
disk fragmentation. This wil minimie seek time required by the hard disk,
and permit maxmum throughput. The operator also must ensure that there
is enough room for the samples requested. At present, CSTRM does not
verify that enough disk space is avalable. We have found it convenient to
dedicate a physical disk or logical partition for streamed data and move the
data to another storage location after each session to clear the partition for
subsequent use.
The command line arguments are the disk/directory destination (a stan-
dard DOS path description), the number of 64 kilobyte blocks (32 kilosam-
pIes), and the sample rate in Hz. We have digitized up to 190 megabytes of
continuous sounds with CSTRM.
Code Description.
CSTRM utilzes subroutines adapted from those supplied by Canetics
with their PC-DMA12 analog interface board. We extensively modified
the function managing continuous acquisition and transfer to disk. This
program is compiled using the COMPACT model of memory management
(NEAR code branches, FAR data pointers) to specify memory alocation
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functions that use far pointers. This is the only program we have devel-
oped that does not use the SMALL model (NEAR code branches and data
pointers ).
The first statement in mainO cals memreqO to obtain a ful 64kb page
of memory, to serve as the buffer for the DMA data transfers. This function
alocates 128kb of memory, and returns a pointer to the first byte (off-
set=OxOOOO) on the full page of memory embedded in this block. This is a
bit wasteful of memory, but it does not limit the program's function.
The block of conditional involving argc and argvr 1 access and test the
command line arguments. The assignment statements referencing sets-+ ini-
tiale a data structure used by the routines controllng the analog interface
board (AIB). The cal to inii-boardO initialzes control parameters in the
AIB, and kilLtimerO disables the AIB's timer device. This ensures that the
board is quiescent prior to initiating data acquisition.
The subroutine kfrdfile_contO performs the data acquisition. The initial
section of the subroutine initialzes several pointers that monitor DMA sta-
tus, shift the data to 5500 format, and transfer the data to disk. The skeletal
5500 header is created and written before data acquisition is initiated.
The general strategy involves dedicating a 64 kilobyte page of memory as
a DMA memory buffer, and setting the DMA controller to cyclicaly transfer
data into this page. Thus, the DMA controller resets itself automaticaly
when a ful page of data has been acquired, and resumes transferring at the
beginning of the page. The program follows the DMA controller's progress,
transferring segments of data to disk when they are complete. When the
page is divided into two segments, this strategy simplifies to a ping-pong
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buffer system. We use 8 segments at present, which leaves 7/8ths of the
buffer avalable to buffer data acquisition against transient delays during
disk writes.
The logic of the acquisition/write loop is relatively simple. The high
byte of the DMA pointer register is polled repeatedly, and al of the new
data (up to the DMA pointer) are shifted right four bits to translate from
Canetics integer format (most significant 12 bits used) to 5500 integer format
(least significant 12 bits used). If the DMA pointer has passed the end of
the current data segment, then these data are written to disk, and the
pointers marking the current segment are updated to the next segment in
the buffer. The last segment in the buffer is treated differently, because the
DMA pointer register rolls back to zero when it increments past the last
byte on the page. This mandates a slightly different test to determine when
the last segment is full. This code also updates the page count variable, and
terminates sampling when the page count equals the requested sample size.
Program termination is signaled by a brief sequence of audible tones
generated by the computer's speaker. The program also prints a reminder
that the DOS clock may need to be reset, as the timer tick interrupt is
disabled during data acquisition.
A slightly faster, multichannel version of this program (CSCRM) has
also been develope for acoustic localzation. This version does not produce
a KAY formatted fie: data are streamed to disk in the native format ofthe
(Canetics) PC-DMA12. This uses the most significant 12 bits of a 16 bit
word to store each sample, while the KAY format uses the least significant
12 bits.
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For multichannel recordings, the analog interface board interleaves data
from the different channels into a single file. Accordingly, an additional
program (DUMSPLIT) was developed to demultiplex the multichannel in-
formation in the composite fie and to produce separate Kay fies for each
channeL. In addition to separating the data, DUMSPLIT shifts the sampled
vaues 4 bits to the right to convert from CanetIcs to Kay sample format.
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5 Text Header Maintenance
The text portion of the fie header identifes the source of the data and
specifies the digitizing settings. This information should be complete enough
to replicate the sound cut by re-digitizing the origial recording. Headers
need to be added to fies made with digitizing instruments that do not
place text into the header when digitized sounds are saved. Furthermore,
changes in database structure or digitizing procedures may require altering
the format of the text already in place for a large number of files. Therefore,
a program that permits interactive modification of individual headers is
needed, along with a second program that processes large groups of headers
automaticaly.
HEADEDIT provides the interadive, fie-by-fie review and replacement
of the header's text. MASSEDIT updates the headers of many fies au-
tomatically, using the information from a formatted text fie that can be
imported to, or exported from, the SOUNDC database (Watkins, Fristrup
and Daher 1991, pp. 31-32).
5.1 HEADEDIT: Interactive Header Manipulation
By: Kurt Fristrup
System requirements: MS-DOS
Usage: headedi t (f ilename)
HEADEDIT reads the header on the fie, and displays three binary fields
(sample rate, number of samples, number of bits per sample) and al of the
text information. If the two letter codes for fields used in the text database
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are recognized in the header, then the text is formatted to display each field
separately. Otherwise, the text is displayed unformatted. If the information
is correct, the fie may be left unchanged.
If the text portion ofthe header is to be changed, type (Ctrl-nJ. A prompt
appears for the new text, which may be typed or "pasted" in using a pro-
gram such as SIDEKICK PLUS (Borland International, Scotts Valey, CA.).
When the text is complete, an (EscJ terminates the entry. HEADEDIT ig-
nores more than the first 362 characters entered into the header.
The new header can then be accepted ¡Ctrl-yJ, retyped ¡Ctrl-nJ, or you
can exit the program leaving the header unchanged ¡EscJ. Our use of Ctrl-
y and Ctrl-n for yes or no stems from problems with pasting text using
SIDEKICK PLUS: when we attempted to paste too much text into the
header, a surplus character was sometimes interpreted as a reply to the
prompt. If you type (Ctrl-yJ, the new header is inserted in the data file, and
the progr..m exits. If you type ¡Ctrl-nJ, the program cycles back and you
are prompted for a new header. (EscJ aborts the program without changig
the data fie.
Code Description.
HEADEDIT opens the fie named in the command line, and reads the
first 512 bytes into a buffer. Integer pointers extract the mantissa and
exponent ofthe sampling rate from binary fields in the header. The number
of bits per sample and the number of data samples are stored as ASCII text
and are extracted using character pointers. The text portion of the header
(starting at byte 150) is searched for each of the two letter codes used in the
SOUNDC database (e.g. RN). A pointer is assigned to reference each code
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found in the header. If the RN (Record Number) field code is not found,
the text is displayed verbatim. Otherwise, each field associated with a two
letter code is displayed on a new line.
The input section takes text (from the keyboard or a text block from
SIDEKICK PLUS) and places it into the header buffer. The character
combination that marks the end of a line (carriage return, line feed) is
translated to an underscore. This method marks the end of each line, yet
alows most software packages to treat the text information as one continuous
string.
The program terminates by saving the new header information, ¡Ctrl-yJ
or retaining the old header, (ESq.
5.2 MASSEDIT: Batch Substitution or File Headers
By: Kurt Fristrup
System requirements: MS-DOS
Usage: massedit (textfilename) (disk:path\)
With text and data stored in distinct locations, and many researchers con-
tributing to the database, verifying the correspondence of text and data
is a signficant concern. Additionaly, the format and contents of the text
database may evolve with time, such that the information in the header
becomes out of date. To address these concerns, we use the same text fie
to update both SOUNDC and the sound cut headers; alternatively, we up-
date the sound cut headers using a text fie written from SOUNDC. Thus,
MASSEDIT accepts the SOUNDC formatted text records and inserts por-
tions of each record into the corresponding sound cut fie.
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To prepare for MASSEDIT, a text fie must be created with the partic-
ular format expected by the SOUNDC database program. In this format,
fields within a record begin on a new line, starting with a two letter code
that identifies the name of the field. Records are separated by a dollar sign
symbol ($) placed on a line by itself.
The first command line argument to MASSEDIT is the SOUNDC text
fie name. The second, optional argument alows the operator to specify
the storage location of the KAY fies. If no location is speified, the default
directory is used. As the program executes, screen messages indicate flawed
text records or failure to locate a sound cut fie corresponding to a text
record.
Code Description.
MASSEDIT begins by retrieving the text fie name from the command
line argument list, and opens the fie to prepare for reading records. MASSEDIT
reads the text for a single record into a buffer (stopping on encountering an
end of record dollar sign ($). The buffer is then searched for the ~etters RN
(Record Number), and the eight character number is read. If the RN field
is not successfuly retrieved, an error is reported, and the first fifty charac-
ters of the record are displayed. The program proceeds to the next record
without takng further action.
The eight character RN code, with the letters ".KAY" appended, corre-
sponds to the name of the digital sound cut fie referred to by the record.
MASSEDIT prepends the diak:path information to the fie name, and
attempts to open the fie. If MASSEDIT doesn't find, or cannot open the
fie, an error is reported. This flags the presence of a text record for which
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no sound cut was found (perhaps from accidental erasure of the sound cut).
If the file is found, MASSEDIT inserts as much of the SOUNDC text
as the header wil accommodate (362 charters). End of line characters
are translated into underscore characters, to avoid a conflct in the KAY fie
management softwar. If the record contains fewer than 362 characters, the
remainder of the text buffer is fied with spaces.
The program terminates when the last record has been read and it




Duplication of text and data fies can involve large numbers of fies and
enormous volumes of data. Often, these fies may exist on different machines,
perhaps even macnes that use different operating systems. To verify that
al copies are identical, we have devised an automatic procedure based on
two public domain utilties: CRC and DIF. Versions of these programs are
available for many different machines. This procedure can be applied to
any subset of the database, and on different machines in widely separated
locations. We present here the sequence of instructions that is appropriate
on MS-DOS machnes; a similar sequence exists for most other machines.
for Xe in (.. kay) do ere Xe )) dirname. ere
sort (dirname. ere )dirname. art
now copy the .srt fies to a common macne, and execute
dif dirname 1 . srt dirname2. srt
The initial CRC command generates a single line in DIRNAME.CRC for
each fiename that satisfies the wildcard specification. In addition to the
name and size of the fie, a 32 bit CRC vaue (a common error checkig
code) is generated for each fie. The sort command ensures that al fie
entries are in alphabetical order, and the DIF command wil identify and
print differences between the sorted fies. This wil find fie omissions as well
as virtualy al forms of fie corruption.
MASSEDIT wil identify text records that have no corresponding sound
cut fie, and update the headers of al fies that do match. It does not
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detect sound cut fies without a corresponding text record. It also does not
check the vadity of the digital data. To address these needs we developed
KAYCHECK.
KAYCHECK scans the data to ensure that the signal was not clipped
during digitizing. KA YCHECK also verifies the presence of a SOUNDC
formatted text field, and checks some of the text vaues for consistency with
the binary data in the header. KA YCHECK provides these checs on every
KAY file in a specified directory, and it generates three MS- DOS batch fies
to assist in subsequent diagnosis of flawed fies transfer of vaidated fies,
and removal of archiva files from the workig mass storage. On exiting,
KA YCHECK displays the total number of fies processed and the number
of fies with flaws. The batch fies automate tedious, time-consuming tasks,
and remove the possibility of faulty copy or delete operations due to errors
in manualy issuing these commands.
6.1 KAYCHECK: Header and Data Verification
By: Kurt Fristrup
System requirements: MS-DOS.
Usage: kaycheck (diskdirectory) (c)
The logical structure of KA YCHECK is relatively simple. Text output fies
(KCOPY.BAT, KDELETE.BAT, KDIAGNOS.BAT) are opened.to receive
commands for copying fies that passed and diagnosing fies that have faults.
Eac KAY fie (located by Turbo C's findnextO function) is opened and
the header is loaded into a buffer. The record number (RN) code is compared
with the fie name. The sample rate (SR) field is compared with the binary
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coded sample rate. The cut size (CS) field is compared with the quotient of
the binary coded data length divided by the binary sample rate. If any of
these comparisons detect an inconsistency, an error message is displayed on
screen and aline is added to the KDIAGNOS fie that wil run HEADEDIT
on this sound cut file to diagnose the problem.
The data in the fie are screened for signal clipping that might have oc-
curred during digitizing. At present, clipping is indicated when a binary
data value falls below 1 or above 4094 (the maxmum AID sample number).
If no evidence for clipping is found, the minimum and maxmum sample val-
ues are checked to ensure that a suffcient fraction of the sampling dynamic
range is used. If less than one-eighth of the dynamc range is used, an un-
derfow message is reported, suggesting that the signal should be redigitized.
In either case, a cal to SIG (refer below) is inserted into the KDIAGNOS
fie, and a message is displayed on screen.
If al tests are passed, KAYCHECK creates an entry in the KCOPY
batch fie that wil copy the data fie to a new drive and directory and
penorm a binary fie comparison ofthe copy with the origial. KAYCHECK
also places an entry in the KDELETE fie to assist in the safe recovery of
hard disk space after copying.
Code Description.
KA YCHECK begins by formig the wildcard fie name using the first
command line argument (drive: directory ) and appending" .KA Y". The
three batch fies (KCOPY, KDELETE, KDIAGNOS) are also opened and
assigned to FILE vaables. The Turbo C findfirltO function is used
to locate the first fie matchng the wild card. These steps complete the
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preparation for the principal program loop which follows.
The first statements in the loop increment the fie count variable, open
the KAY fie and determine its length. The header material - the first 512
bytes - are read into a character array. The header material is checked for
consistency by the function headbadO, which returns a non-zero code if an
error is found. The non-zero code cause an appropriate screen message to
be displayed and an entry is added to the KDIAGNOS batch fie to run
HEADEDIT on the KAY fie.
If no header errors are found, the data are scanned (datscan () ) for clip-
ping or underflow (insuffcient gain during digitizing). These errors are also
indicated by a non-zero code value returned by datscanO; an appropriate
screen message is displayed and a SIG entry is added to KDIAGNOS.
A counter is used to keep track of the number of fies with problems,
and when the program terminates, the total number of fies scanned and the
number with problems are reported.
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7 Sound Cut Review
To review stored sound cut fies, a flexible tool for browsing, editing and ex-
porting digital acoustic data is required. In addition to providing a graphic
representation of the signal, this program provides elementar signal mea-
surement functions and the capabilty to edit and export acoustic data. The
most chalenging aspet of developing this utilty has ben the wide range
of signal durations and amplitudes that it must handle. The graphic dis-
play should provide a reasonable presentation regardless of the particular
structure of the signal.
We have developed a utility that can be used as an independent program
(SIG) or in conjunction with the text database (R-5IG, a TSR "pop-up").
R..IG alows immedate display and manpulation of the digitized signal
from within the SOUNDC database program by swapping it out of memory
and loading SIG into memory. Both versions provide reasonable spectro-
graphic displays with the default settings, and can work with fies of any
size. Selected portions of signals can be expanded for more detailed display,
or exported to ASCII or MATLAB (The Math Works) formatted fies for
additional analysis. With appropriate hardware, selected portions of the
signal can also be played back for aural review. --
7.1 SIG and R..IG: Sonagram and Waveform Display Util-
ities
By: Kurt Frstrup and Terrance Howald
System Requirements: MS-DOS, ISA bus, numeric coprocessor, EGA or
VGA video graphics system, Canetics PC-DMA12, or (with modfications
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to the code) an equivaent D/A board with DMA capabilty, amplifier and
speakers.
Usage: sig filename.KAY (dr) (aa) (e/v)
Usage: tsrint
r _sig (drive :path\ )
R_SIG is subsequently invoked by hitting Alt-Esc.
SIG is a program that produces spectrogram and waveform displays of acous-
tic data fies. Additionaly, portions of the data can be selected for more
detailed display or exported into ASCII, MATLAB, or KAY format fies.
R..IG is a terminate-stay-resident (TSR) program designed to work with
the SOUNDC databas. When R..IG is loaded, any fie whose record is be
ing reviewed in SOUNDC can be displayed with SIG at the touch of a key.
R..IG loads a smal (10 Kbytes) keyboard monitor into the main memory.
When a hot-key sequence is detected, R..IG saves the SOUNDC environ-
ment to extended memory or hard disk and loads SIG into memory. The
KAY fie name is taken from the SOUNDC screen by R..IG, prepended
with drive :path , and passed to SIG. When SIG is exited, R-5IG restores
the SOUNDC environment.
SIG can process long sequences (we have used it on 80 Mb of continuous
data). When SIG is invoked, the screen clears and the program begins
scanning the data to obtain scalng parameters for the waveform and spetral
displays. Just prior to the actual display of the signal spectrogam, time
and frequency lines are drawn, forming a grd on the screen. These labeed
lines provide a convenient means of interpreting the spectrograph during
the drawing of the display, which can take a minute or more for long fies.
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The grid is erased as the signal spectrogram is drawn. Cursors are used to
pick out time and frequency information once the spectrogram display is
complete.
The completed waveform and spectrogram displays include basic infor-
mation regarding the data fie. The top line contains the name of the fie,
the number of samples, the minimum and the maxmum A/D conversion
numbers, the sample frequency, the dynamic range, analysis attenuator val-
ues (the latter two scale the conversion of spectral power to color values)
and the FFT size. At this stage, the commands tabled below can be used to
position cursors or alter the display parameters. Four cursors are available
to bracket features in the waveform and spectrogram display. These provide
a means of scaling the image and measuring time or frequency intervals.
They can also be used to focus on particular sound sequences by restricting
the range of data displayed. This "zoom" function is implemented as a stack
with five levels, so successive commands can be used to pick out local details
and subsequently return to the more general display.
Other commands include toggling the spectrogram display on/off, tog-
glng noise compensation on/off, adjusting dynamic range and analysis at-
tenuator, saving a section of the data to a new fie, listening to the data
between the time cursors, changing the FFT size, and exiting the program.
The format of an exported data fie from SIG is determined by the exten-
sion specified for the name (.TEX, .MAT, or other). TEX fies are saved
in ASCII, MAT fies are saved in MATLAB (Math Works) format, and any




up . down arrow


















move a time cursor left. right.
move a frequency cursor up. down.
move a time cursor 5x speed.
toggle front/back cursors.
zoom in to new display bound.
pop back to previous display bounds.
listen to data between time cursors.
multiply playback rate by two.
divide playback rate by two.




restore def aul t parameters!
multiply fft size by two!
di vide fft size by two!
increase dynamic range by 3db!
decrease dynamic range by 3db!
increase analysis attenuator by ldb!
decrease analysis attenuator by ldb!
-- these commands are effective during screen draw
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Code Description.
The code for SIG is split into several fies, which are loosely organized
by function. The core subroutines are in COMSIG.C, including main 0 .
All routines related to FFT processing are in FFTFUNCS.C. All simple
routines related to screen display are in PLOTUTLS.C. WHTIMIO.C con-
tains a few input/output routines related to data access and error reporting.
NDRAWVLN.C and DRAWHLN.C are graphics subroutines that utilze
inline assembly code to maxmize line drawing speed. NDRAWVLN.C is
roughly ten times faster than the Turbo C library function.
Main 0 copies the first command line argument ( the KAY fie name) in to
a global string variable filename, sets global video constants and spectro-
gram scaling parameters, and passes control to pstest O. This structure
reflects our adaptation of the previous generation TSR support routines
from South Mountain Software (South Orange, N. J.). This required that
for the program to be activated as a TSR, it had to be a subroutine. In that
version, there was no mainO in COMSIG.C, and the TSR subroutine used
pst est O.
Pst est () switches the video screen to graphics mode, opens the KAY
file to read the data, and initializes global variables in the FFTFUNCS.C
fie using functions provided for that purpose. The header is loaded and
the sample rate is decoded from two integer fields. Next, pst est 0 cals
getscale 0, which selectively scans the fie and determines appropriate
scalng factors for the waveform and spectrogram displays.
GetscaleO does not always read every data value in the fie. Exceed-
ingly long fies are sampled at regular intervals, and the scalng fa.ctors are
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estimated from these samples. GetscaleO also estimates the background
noise spectrum for the sound cut. The sampled data blocks are ranked by
acoustic intensity, and those that fal between the fifth and tenth percentiles
are used to form an average noise power spectrum. This spectrum can be
used to adjust the spectrogram display such that the background noise is
"whitened" .
After scaling factors are determined, the screen display commences.
Lineplot () performs the waveform and spectrogram display. If a keystroke
is sensed while lineplot 0 is executing, the routine aborts and returns the
keystroke code. This permits the adjustment of the scaling factors without
having to wait for the screen display to complete.
When the graphics picture is complete, a brief header and footer are
written to summarize the salient characteristics of the sound cut. Then,
the program waits for a keystroke that would further adjust the scaling
parameters, activate time or frequency cursors, zoom in on a selected portion
of signal, or export a portion of the signal.
Any keystrokes that change the screen display (changing dynamic range
or analysis attenuator, modifying FFT size, etc.) cause get curses 0 to exit
and pass control back to the principal program loop. The exit code is used
to indicate which function has been requested. After the proper parameters
have been changed, program control cycles bac to lineplot O.
The organzation of the graphics display is constrained by the specifi-
cations of the EGA and VGA graphics standards. There are 640 vertical
lines in the display, so the portion of the fie being displayed is divided into
640 equal segments. If there are fewer than 640 segments of 256 samples
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each in the fie (163840 samples), the envelope display is completed (no sam-
ples skipped during minImax search), and the spectrogram is based on a
256 sample segment. Because the spectrogram buffer includes more data
than each waveform segment, the spetrogram wil tend to lead the wave-
form display. In an extreme display of one sample per vertical line, features
wil appear in the spectrogram display nearly one-half screen ahead of the
waveform display.
If there are more than 163840 samples in the fie, data wil be skipped
in computing the waveform "and spectrogram displays. The spectrogram
display becomes the average of several subsegments within the data spanned
by one vertical line, and the waveform is the range of sample values observed
in those subsegments.
When noise compensation is enabled, the color scalng on screen is re-
lated to the noise floor for each frequency bin, but when this is disabled,
al frequency bins are scaled using the same standard. The noise floor is
established by averaging 64 power spectra formed from segments that fall
between the fifth to tenth percentiles in observed rms vaues. In practice,
noise compensation tends to bring out weak signals at higher frequencies.
The dynamic range parameter adjusts the range of vaues spanned by
the fifteen colors used in the display. The analysis attenuator parameter
determines the range of values placed in the same color bin as the loudest
signal found. In a linear relationship between intensity (in dB) and color
vaue, the dynamic range sets the slope of that relationship, and the analysis
attenuator determines the offset.
The playback feature of SIG utilzes the D I A capabilties of the Canet-
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ics PC-DMAI2 board, or an equivalent analog interface system. The initial
playback rate is set equal to the sample rate. The user may increase or
decrease the playback rate from a minimum of 640 Hz up to a maxmum of
81920 Hz. DI A playback is initiated by entering (Alt-P) to cal the function
start_dac O. Parameters passed to start_dac 0 are the first and last data
points, the sampling rate, and a scalng factor for the sampling rate. This
sound playback routine executes in a manner similar to CSTRM, with the
exception that start_dac 0 performs D I A conversions instead of AID con-
versions. Start_dacO was developed from routines distributed by Canetics
(Pasadena, CA) with their PC-DMA12 analog interface board.
Start_dacO allocates a 64kb page of memory by caling memreqO and
sets the data pointer to the first data point. The program then determines
the number of samples, the user selected playback rate (sample rate times
the scaling factor), and the number of 64kb pages to be converted. Next,
the routine initialzes the AIB and executes vtfile_cont 0 which controls
the D I A process.
Wtf ile_cont 0 examines the amount of sound data to be analyzed. If
this amount is less than 65535 (64kb), then the data are read from the hard
disk to memory, converted from the KAY integer format to the Canetics
integer format, and sent via DMA to the AIB in 16kb blocks. If the last
16kb block is not complete, the remaining portion of the block is fied with
the vaue of the last data point. The PC-DMAI2 operation is halted after
execution of the last block.
If the amount of data to be converted is greater than 64kb, then the first
64kb of the data is loaded into memory, and the conversion process is started.
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After the memory pointer passes the first 16kb, the old data is overwritten
by the next 16kb of data in the sound sequence. This process of sending a
block to the AIB and then fing that block with new data continues until
less than 16kb of remain. The last block is handled as described above, and
the function terminates
The code for R..IG consists of one fie. Many of the functions used
in mainO are adapted from those provided by South Mountain Software
(Pasadena, CA). The first code in mainO checks to see if the switch "reI"
is included in the command line. If the switch is included, the program
attempts to remove R-5IG from memory. The program reports successful
removal or failure to find R..IG in memory. If the switch is not present,
the program checks to see if R-5IG is already loaded or if a path to the
data fies is included in the command line. If there are no problems with the
command line, swap_tarO decides where to temporarily store the SOUNDC
data. Then inittsrO loads a small kernel of 10kb into the main memory.
This kernel monitors the keyboard for a hot-key sequence. When the key
sequence ¡Alt-Escl is detected, ru..igO is executed. This routine gets the
name of the KAY file being examined in SOUNDC from the video memory
and prepends "SIG" at the beginning of the string and" .KA Y" at the end of
the string. SOUNDC is then swapped out of memory and SIG fiename.KAY
is executed. Once SIG is exited, SOUNDC is swapped back into memory





The system that has been developed for curating and analyzing marine an-
imal sounds from our SOUND databases has evolved over several years.
These software tools have satisfied our needs remarkably well, and we an-
ticipate that they could be useful to others for similar signal database man-
agement. Their functions are summarized as follows:
. Maintenance of a database catalog of field recording resources and
their contents.
. Integration of resources for interactive and batch conversion of field
recordings to digital form suitable for computer data processing.
. Adoption of a standard file format for digitized sound sequences that
includes a text field for identifcation.
. Maintenance of a database catalog of the digital sound sequences and
their contents.
. Verification of the presence and consistency of text information in
sound data fies.
t
. Creation and revision of text information attached to sound data files.
. Validation of the sound sequence data (no clipping, suffcient dynamic
range) .
. Coordination of means for finalzing the animal sound data, copying
valdated sound fies, diagnosing flawed files, and removing fies from
working mass storage once they have been archved.
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. Utiliation of tools for reviewing sound data files, making simple mea-
surements, and exporting all or portions of files in convenient formats
for additional analysis.
The WHOI marine animal SOUND database system was developed be-
fore commercial database programs were avalable to store and manipulate
arbitrary binary data in concert with text. Several programs now offer this
capabilty, including the capacity to develop custom routines for display-
ing and manipulating the binary data. These programs would remove the
necessity of coordinating a database catalog with separate archives of digi-
tized sound sequences. However, they would not offer equivalent latitude in
analytical procedures. A critical factor in evaluating such databases is the
flexibilty alowed for custom programming and the ease of developing such
analytical routines.
The evolution of research requirements emphasizes the need for flexi-
bilty. The SOUNDC database was designed to encourage selection and
retrieval of data files based on biological criteria. Our recent work has
focussed on automatic characterization of marine anmal sounds (Fristrup
and Watkins 1992) requiring analysis and comparison of sounds from many
species. This could have ben accomplished by performing separate select
and copy operations for data associated with each species, with distinct disk
directories dedicated to each set of data. However, it was much easier to
process al relevat sounds without prior sorting. We subsequently linked
al of the numeric results to their respective SOUNDC entries, and used
database queries to sort and summarize the results.
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We discovered that INMAGIC software currently used by the SOUND
databases was not flexible enough to conveniently support this kind of
linkage between text information (which remains unchanged) and varying
amounts of numeric information. Relational database programs (such as
PARADOX, Borland International, Scotts Valley, CA) supply this flexibilty
by providing linkage between separate tables of information. The SOUNDC
data was translated, therefore, into a PARADOX table that carried the
biological information. The analytical results were tabulated separately,
with a file name and the related numerical values constituting an entry.
The SOUNDC record identifier and the fie name field in the numerical ta-
bles provided the means of linking the tables. Categorical summaries were
obtained by performing queries based on the SOUNDC information, and
reporting linked numerical data specified by PARADOX.
It is not possible to foresee future research requirements, but extensive
retooling can be avoided by suffcient scientifc insight and effective data
management. The time invested in acquiring and annotating the digital
bioacoustic data wil be well spent if the resulting system facilitates estab-
lished protocols and fosters innovative research.
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9 Appendix: Source Code Listings
These listings represent "working code"; they are not necessarily free from
bugs or structured in the most logical fashion. Continued development and
modification are anticipated. Most of the code for these programs was de-
veloped using Turbo C++ (Borland International, Scotts Valey, CA); the
exceptions are the 87FFT library (Microway, Kingston, MA) and some video
graphics functions that were coded in assembly to increase screen drawing
rates. We used standard C code to enhance portabilty (object-oriented ex-
tensions were not used). Compiler switches were set - for effciency - to





Gutted Canetia routine for fast streamng to disk












#defie CONTROLA /* add+1*4 *1 15876
# defie CONTROLB /* add+2*4 *1 1588
#defie OFFSET -ADD /* add+H)*4 */15912
#defie RESET-ADD /* add+11*4 *1 15916
# defie DMAMODE-ADD 11
# defie DMA-MASK-ADD 10




# defie TIMER.DA 15924
# defie TIMER-ADD 15924
#defie TIMER-MODE-ADD 15927
# defie STA 1590
# defie STD 1590
# defie TOGGLE.DAC-ADDRESS 1588
#defie BLOCK SIZE Ox200
typef struct settings *pits;
struct settingi setsl;
pits sets;











UH.5EG retur the segmm portion of an anti-hugied pointer
UH_OFF retum the segmnt portion of an anti-huged pointer
*1
#defie UH.5EG(p) (( FP.5EG( p ) + ((FP_OFF( p) ) :;:; 4) ) & OxFOO)
#defie UH_OFF(p)
((int)((((FP .5EG(p )+((FP _OFF(p)):; :;4))&OxOFFF)~ ~4)+(FP _OFF(p)&OxOO)))







void far *death..o..onblieven ;
death..o..onblieven = faroc(Ox2());
if (death..o..onblieven == NULL)\
priiif("Coreleit = %ld Nee %ld\n\r", coreleitO, Ox200L );
putch.(l );
exit(l);
/* ad is timer # 1 in this mode * 1
/* and da is timer #0 * 1
CSTRM.C
)
tempig = UH -SEG ( deatlito-ionblievers);
if (UH_OFF(deatlito-ionblieven) 1= 0)
tempeg += Oxl00;




ror digital 1/0 iud muxea
-I
#defie CONTROL.ADD 15876
#defie OUTPORT .ADD 15932
#defie STROBE 15892
¡-




Thiii routine iiuti&ize the PC'. DMA controller prior to dOÍD convenions.
It mab DMA chaell on, iitii the chanel'. mode, tranfer direion,
staring addres, iud number or tranreni to be mae.
-I






outp(3, count & OxOOFF);






Thiii routine inti&izea the PC'li DMA controller prior to doin conversions.
It mab DMA chael 3 on, lIetii the chanel'lI moe, tranrer direion,
staring addr, and number or tranfers to be mae.
-I






outp(7, count & OxOOFF);


















Thiii int iiutia.ea the control registers on the PC-DMA using the
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offset, mlne, nitop, dataazi, inode, gAinbits, and fiterstate
global varables. It al rets the bod before and After to inur





temp = sets-::mlne + (sets-::rutop C:C: 5) + (sets-::fiterstate C:C: 6) ;
outp(RESET ..DD, 0);
outp(OFFSET .ADD, sets-::offset);
outp(CONTROLA, temp + (sets-::datASize c:c: 1));
outp(CONTROLB, 2 + (sets-::inmode C:C: 2) + (set..::gAibits c:c: 4) + 128);
outp(RESET .ADD, 0);
if (sets-::dataize == OH
outp(CONTROLA, temp + 128);
outp(CONTROLA, temp );
)
if (sets- ::dac2B.ag == 2)
outp(TOGGLE-DAC.ADDRESS, 0);
) ¡- int.bard() -I
¡-
This function diSAbles al the counters in the PC-DMA's on board timer
device. Use this routiiie before chAnging Aly of the bod's operating
parameters. The timer activation routie should be the lASt thing caed
before conversions star.
-I
void kilLtimer(psets sets H
outp(RESET .ADD, 0);
outp(CONTROLB, 15 + 16-sets::gAinbits + 128);
outp(RESET .ADD, 0);






ini t.. (0, sets-::seg);
)
¡-
This routine initiaJzes the timer de\'ice on the PC-DMA, setting it
up to generate trigger pul spaed (spaces) microsnds apar.
Note that the AID's timer is operated in a diffe~t moe from that
of the D I A. The D I A 's timer is a strait divide by n counter producing
triggerg pul every n micronds. The AID's timer, on the other
hand, is triggered by the D I A's timer and functions AS a progIlIble
delay. It is ua to produce a triggerg pul n micronds After
the D I A timer produces a pul. This WAS int)ed to alow Input And
Output conversions interleave at a rate detered by the DI A's timer,
and spa (D/A to AID peod) by the AID's timr. In order to us the
AID alone the programr set. up the timers for interleaving but set. the
D I A to be triggre by softwar control, effecively diSAbling it AS far
AS the timrs ar concered.
-I
¡-
This sets up the time for both the AID and D/A in ÍIerleaved mode.
if only the AID is being ua, set the inode vaable to mae the D/A





outp(TIMER.DA, spaes '" OxOOFF);









) r int.timer..O * 1
1*
seti up the program for it ream to disk
moed by kf 4/26/90
*1
void kfdfe.ont(pst. seti, ài *cuam)\
unigned jbuf, cu, ipae, blkz2, blkiz, blkizl, pofset, lastbuf;
unigned far *blkdx, *irtptr, *blkr¡
kiimer(sets)¡
blkzl = (blkz=BLOCKSIZE) - 1; blkz2 = blkiz:;:;I¡
lastbu = (256-(blbii:;:;S))":":S¡
cu = open(cuam,




*(blktr + 60) = 2;
*(blktr + 61) = l00/set&-:;w&itl¡
wrte(cu,blktr,512); r resrv ipace for header * 1
set&-:;inmode = 1;
init..d(sets )¡
ini t....ont (iets :; seg) ;
printf("readng... \n");
outp(Ox21,oxb9); r ki the dOl cloc interrpt *1
ipage = 0; jbuf = blkizl¡ blkndx = (irtptr = blkptr)-bllz2;
int.timer..( set&-:; w&its);
outp(CLRPTR-ADD, O)¡
while(ipage .. sets-:;nwnf..ag)\ r ipage ii 64k page # *1
while(jbuf .. Oxffff)\ 1* jbuf=ofilastbyte in =t bufer * 1
while(inp(2)jbuf:;= (pofset = (unign)inp(2)":":S))
while(FP_OFF(irotptr) .. pofset)
*irotptr++ :;:;= 4;
while(FP _OFF(irotptr) ..= jbuf)
*irotptr++ :;:;= 4;
r printf("%p %p %u\n",iotptr, blknd,jbuf¡*
write( cw,blknd+ = blkz2,blkiz);
jbuf += blkiz¡
) r tit n-l bufem: while jbuf .. Oxft * 1
while(inp(2),latbuf":= (pofset = (uniged)inp(2)":":S))
while(FP _OFF(irotptr) .. pofset)
*irotptr++ :;:;= 4;
while(FP _OFF(irotptr) :: 0)
*irotptr++ :;:;=4;
1* printf("%p %p %u\n" ,irotptr, blkndx, jbuf);* 1
wrte( cu,blkdx+=bllz2,blkz);
ipag++; jbuf = blkizl;
)kiimr( setl);
outp(0x21,QbS)¡ /* retore the dOl cloc interrpt *1
cloe cu);
) 1 * ree..ont 0 * 1




seti = &csetsl ¡
ü (arge .. 3)\
prif(" use: citnn ..fiename:; ..# 64 kb blocks:; ":aaplerate HZ:;\n");
exit( -1)¡
)
els ü (arge .. 4)








if (14 ~ eete-~.aiteH






printf("problem conve-ing %s to mmiber of 64kb bloc\n" ,argv(2j);
exit(-l);
)
)printf("%d núcroed ealig\n%d 64b bloc\n%e miuts of sapling\n" ,
eet&- ~waite,eeti- ~nWlf-pag,
(double )65536.0e6.eete- ~num..f-pag.eeti- ~waits/60.0);
sete-~dataøize = 1¡ r 12 bit eapling.1
sete- ~ mlne = 0; r one chiiel eapling .1
sete- ~nitop = 0; r no multiplexer cyclig .1






sete-~seg = FP.5EG( M.Ptr) ~~ 12 ;




for( slop=400;sloopo( 1 OO;sloop= (sloop. 109) 11 00)
sowioff( sloop,2500);
fore slop= 1 OO;sloop ~4oo;sloop= (sloop. 1(0) 11 00)
sowioff( sloop,2500);
nOlundO¡
pritf("you may need to rest the dOl clock! us ncc\n");
) r man . /
HEADEDIT. C 45
1*














mar ch,*hdbeg, *hptrI40), headeilS13)¡
int icmd, i, *ima, *iexp;
mar *iitrcode = "RN \OCU \ONC \OSR \OCS \OPL \OSC \OlD \OAG \OIA \OGS \
\OGA \000 \ONT \OOA \OGB \OGC \OOT \OSH \OOS \ONA \OOl \OBH \OHY \ORC \ORG \




if (argc != 2H




if (fi == NULLH




frad(headr,l ,512 ,fi) ¡











r dump contents on scn for diag08ili * I
for(i=O; io(S12-lS0; i++)
if(i%70)
pritf(" %c" ,* (hdbeg+i) )¡
ela
prif("%c" ,*(hdbeg+i))¡
) 1* RN not foun *1
elai 1* RN found * I
doi
r tag al reognze inc codes with pointen* I
hptrliand) = iitrstr(hdbeg,iitrcode);




) while(*iitrode&i&i (icmd 0( 40)) ¡
for(i=O;io(Sl 2-l50;i++)
iiwitch (*(hdbeg+i)H

















/* if chae desir, re frm itdin and wrte into the fie *1







1* ok, we want to change the headr informtion *1
clrrO;























ror(i=O;i C:SI2-IS0;futc(*(hdbeg+i++ ) ,fi))¡




) 1* ma *1
MASSEDIT.C 47
r
MASSEDIT: automticay updte .KAY fìes using inc .TXT fìes
Cor every RN in the. TXT fìe, look Cor a corrpondi .KA Y fìe












char ch, headtext(TSIZE), oCnam(SO);
iC (argc ~ 2)-
printC("incorrt commd tai\i- mat Cne\n")¡
exit(2);
)
iC (NULL == (fi = Copen(arv(l),"r")))-















while(,\n' !=getc(fi) &l&l !CeoC(fi))¡ /* clear the newline character .1
strc( oCname,argv (2)) ¡
i=ucan(headtext," RN %(0-9A-Za-z)" ,oCname+strlen(oCname))¡
iC(O==j)












iCe O!=Cclos( fout ))









cbek al .KA Y fies for proper anotation
displays ea fie that fails the test
-I
#defie HILIMIT 4095



















unign RN = ((unigned)'N'oeoe8)1(unignd)'R'¡
unignd SR = ((unigned)'R'oeoe8)1(unigned)'S';













long fopeninp(char -fnam, int -ifieH
-ife = open(fname,O-RDONLYI0-BINARY)¡
wlule (-1 == -ifie)\
priiúf(" Souce File opening did not succee: %s\n" ,fnae)¡
priiúf(" Enter fie nam for input fie: ")¡
ü (!ac("%s\n" ,f))








read inteler data from binar is, chec for overrane erron
computes lum statistø an wrtes thes to text fie s8
-I
in datac(iii is, FILE -s8H
int ii, ibufUFFSIZE), -iptr, ir, ival, imn, ÏI;
im=ÏI=(HILIMIT -LOLIMIT)/2¡
whie(!eof(i8JH/* MAIN DATA LOOP -I
ird = read(i8buJ,BUFFSIZE2);:;:I¡




else iC (HILIMIT 0(= iva)
retur(-I);






iC( (im-imn)"' (Ieng) 160 (long) (HILIMIT - LO LIMIT))






loob Cor a two chllacter seuence in a nul temuated it ri
"'I
cha "'fìdlbl(cha "'buf, unign keyH
unigned "'iptr;





checks Cor inconiiitent recno, saple rate, VBant cut iize
retwn an int error id
"'I
int headad(char "'Cname, char "'hdr, long CsizH
double cutsize;
long saprate, hsrate, nsples;
int "'ímt, "'iexp;
char "'keytr, Ifield(SO);
im = (iexp = hdr + 120);
saprate = "'++imat;
sianhdr+ 26," %ld" ,&lnsples);
while('"exp-)
saprate = saprate"'10;
if (NULL!=(keyptr=fìdlbl(hdr+NOTEST ART ,RN)) H
siai(keyptr,"RN %(~9..zA-ZJ" ,ifield);
if( itncmp( sfiekl,name ))





if (NULL!=(keypr=fìdlbl(hdr+NOTEST ART ,SR)) H
uc(keyptr,"SR %Iu" ,&lhsrate);
if(hsate!=sarate)




if (NULL!= (keypr=fìdlbl(hdr+ N OTEST ART ,CS))) t
se(keyptr,"CS %Ie" ,&lcutiize);
cutsize = (double )nsplesl saprate;
if(cutsize ;: 0.1 II cutlÙze 0( -0.1) r err gtr 0.1 se "'I




if (naples != (CIÙz-HEADBYTES)/2)
retum(SIZAD);
retum(O);
) 1* heabaO "'I
50
ma(in iqc, char *argvOH
FILE -Cstat, '"copy, '"Cdelete, '"chek;
diar header(HEADBYTES+i); diar Cnamere9),fame(SO);
in fi, ifes=O, iwrng=O, Cound, headva;
stroc: fflk fiere
long 8eng¡
strc(Cna,argv(I))¡ r muat termnate with a bauh '"I
strc(Cname,"- .kay");
iC(NULL==(Ccopy=Copen("kcopy.bat" ,"w" )))
errt("eITr openig kcopy fie");
iC(NULL==(rdelete=Copn("kdelete.bat" ," w")))
errt(" eITr openig kddete fie");
if(NULL== (Ccheck=Copen(" kdiagos.bat" ," w"))





header(HEADBYTES)=O; r nul termnate the header string'" I
strcp(rname,agv(I))¡ r must termnate with a badluh '" I
strca (rname ,fiere.f!..ame );
8ength = Copeninp(Cname,&lfi);
lseek( fi,O,sEEK-SET);
headval=read( fi,heaer ,HEAD BYTES);
Cnarec(8)=0;
memcpy( Cnamerec,fiere .f!..ame ,8)¡
iC(head va=headad( Cnaere ,heaer ,8ength)) \





fieref! ..time ~ ~ II,




CprintC(Cdiec,"edo RN not Cound\npaus\n");
break¡
cas SRNO :
CprintC(Cdiec,"edio SR not Coun\npai\n")¡
break;
cas CSNO :
CpriC(rchec,"echo CS not Cound\npaus\n");
break¡
ca RNBAD :
Cprird(rchec,"edo RN doe not ag with fienae\npai\n");
break;
ca SRBAD :
Cpriid(Cchec,"edo SR doe not ag with kay value\npaus\n");
break;
ca CSBAD :
CpriC(Cdiec,"edo CS of! by more than 0.1 se\npaus\n");
break;
ca SIZBAD :
CpríC(Càiec,"edo fie length != number oC sales\npaus\n");
ì r switch '"i
CprintC(Cchec,"heedt %s\n" .mam);
ì r if headva *1
els if (headval=data(fistat)H
r priC("%s %02d/%02d/%02d %02d:%02d ",fieref!..am,
















foun = !fidnext (&:fier);
L l- while found * /
pritf("%d fies found, %d ha problem\n" ,i,iwrng);
fclosO;
retum(O);
L l- nun * /
(fiere.fUdate;: ;:9)+80,
fierec.ff.Itime;: ;:11,
(fiere.ff.Itim&:Ox3ff;:;: 5 );* /








/*extem unign ..tklen=Ox20¡* I
/* extern us to permt acCSl frm extemaioure fies *1
cha fiena(NAMESIZE), pathn(NAMESIZE),
kolon(VVSCALE), beaerfEADWORDS":": 1);
/* globa for video * I








globallloate: avgpw aaigned olÙY in getiie
rdat aaigned, referenced ma plao, colsale aaigned in
peteet near getiie, maxpow a diagnostic usd (potentialy) may places
* I
float rdat(MAXFSIZE+2), avgpw((MAXFSIZE+2)~~I), colsal, mapoW¡
/*
TICMARKS
plots ticmu to aid interpreation durng drawing
*1
void ticmu(long bc, int vnu, in fplot H
char colr;
double ticva;
int i, tidine, ticexp;
/*
appro 5 horizotal (time) tics, rounded to 1 signfit digit
* I
ticexp=floor( ticva=logl O( (double )hc*HSCALEI (5*eapfreq)))¡
ticva=floor(pow( 1 O.O,ticval-ticexp )+0.5);
for( oolr=3,i= 1;
HSCALE ~ (ticlie=
i*ticva*eafre*pow(10.0,(double)ticexp) I (double )bc) ;i++ H
draw VLn( ticline, vmn, vlcale,&lcolr,O);











appro 5 venie& (fr) tics; uaum never ..1 Hz per tic
*1
ticex=floor( ticva=logl O(eapfre1 0.0));
ticva=floor(pow( 1 0.0 ,ticwJ- ticexp )+0.5) *pw ( 1 0.0,( double )ticexp) ¡
for(colr3,i=1;
256 ~ (ticlne=2*i*ticval*256/aapfri)~++H /* xfsize *1
draw HLn( viie-ticlie ,O,HSCALE-i,colr);








1 r ticmu - Ir
LINEPLOTO
divide the time dom&n seuence in iB into hine iize cell
itarin at saple fitd (==byte 2-fid)¡ hine preomp\Áed
and drawi a veiiicallie extendig from the mamum wJue to the
minium wJue. the vertca sce of the plot remans set by the
maum foun in the fie.
-I
in lieplot(in il, long fitd, long hine,
int mnwJ, in inwJ, int fqplot,it xnoise)
f
c:al eolr¡
in VVD, VVI, VI, vmn, vidm vidm, i¡
long skptween, skte¡
int ¡bul, nblvg, red¡
int hlne, noeof, -iptr¡
Boat vmult, vadd, -fptr;
rels(eha)Ox70)¡- I
reid=xmize¡ r initialze parial scn blan maker 9-2&91 -I
setgrphiei(btgmode) ¡




lik(iB,( (lorg)HEADWORDS+fitd) c: c: I,SEEK..ET)¡
if(16 c: (nblvg=hie/256)) r xfsize -I
nblkvg=16¡
if(nblkvgH
Ikptween=(hie-(long)256'"blvg)/nblkvl¡ r xfiize -I
gAit(gain..t(O.O)/(double)nblkvg)¡ r adjust gain: incohernt -I
1
els, r !nblvg -I
Ikptween=O¡
idatread(if,256,(loI1)0,idat)¡ r xfiixe -I
1
skpafer=hine%(256+lkptween)¡ r xfaize -I
r
if im hie eawi data overlap, get initial bloc
iubsently, the old data ii ihited righ and new
data ii fied in on the left
-I
for(nof=l, hlne=O¡ hsal;)hle¡ hl++ H
VI=-(vm=MAXINT)¡
fptr=rdat¡ iptr=ida¡ r us in both halve of if hie;)xfaize -I
if(oolkvg)f
memit (rd p, 2+ xfze c: 2) ¡
for(ibuf=O¡ ibuf++ c: nblvg¡)f
noef=idatre(iJxfaize,aptween,idat) ¡
.fi(idat, noef, &.VVD, &.VVI)¡
vm=mi(VD, vvm)¡ VI=ma(VI, VVI)¡
if (fqplot)
for(i=O¡ i++ c: noef¡ -fptr++ +=-iptr++)¡
fptr=Ma¡ iptr=idat¡ r ret poinen -I
1 r done with whole blocks -I
if(fqplot)f
Bdemean rdat ,xfiize) ¡
maePlpe(rdat,xflize) ¡
if( xnoiii )
normlpe( rdat ,avgpw ,xfaize) ¡




noeC=idatre(ifl,(int )skp&Cter, (long)O Jdat );
Cmnm(idat, noeC, &ivvm, &ivvm);
Ynn=min(vm, vvm)¡ vm=m.(vm, vvm.);
L /* iC hie ~ xfiize - /
els~ /* overlappi segmnts - /
iC (resid~OH





normspe(rdat,avgpw,256); /* xCsize - /
eoIrPspe(rdat, kolon,256,eolie)¡ /* xCsize - /
drawVLn(hle,viie-256,ncae-1 ,llori,1)¡ /* xf.ize · /
L
memcpy(idat,idat+hie,(25&-hie).: ':1); /* xCsize - /







L /* iC hie :; rlsize...els - /
if (reid:;OH
vmin=floor(O.5 + vad + vmult-Ynn);
vm=floor(0.5 + vadd + vrult-vm)¡
vmin=min( vmin, vid);
vm=m.( vm, vidnn) ¡





gAin..t(g~t(O.O)-(double)nblkvg); /* ret gain - /
retur(-1);
L
L /* Cor hlne - /
retum(O);
L /* Cunetion lineplot - /
/*
VCURSE
-fi, -ll mak the begi And end cur poitions
Cdisp and ldisp mak the begi And end data on the display
-ll And ldisp mak the fit data beYODd the cur/displa
imv ca be poitive or negative, and it haa ben multiplied by lie alady
-/
void vcu(long -fi, IODl -lI, long Cdisp, long ldisp,
long imv, uned leu)
~
if (leu H
if (ldisp .: (-lI +=imv))
-lI=ldisp;




if (Cdisp ~ (-fi +=imv))
-fi=Cdisp;
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HCURE
*fb, *lba mak the be and end fruency ba
imv c: be potive or nelMiw
upba i. nonrro ror upper ba
*1
void hcu(int *ub, in *db, in imv, in upba)
i
if (upbaH
if (SPEKDISP-1 c: (*ub +=imv))
*ub=SPEKDISP-1;




if (2 :) (*db +=imv))
*db=2;









ItoaOcu i( 6O*aafr) ,klol'+.trlen(kolon), 1 0) ¡
.trc(kalol'," :")¡
Itoa( ücul aafr%6,klol'+lItrlsi(kolol'), 10);
lItrc(kalol'," .");
Itoa( Ücu* (long) 1 00 laafr) %(Ionr) 1 OO,i, 1 0);
if(OC: Ü=3-(k=lItrlen(im))) H
ror(cp=im+k-1, i=O¡ k:)i++; *(cp+j)=*cp,~);
ror(i=O, cp=ÌI¡ i++c:¡ *cp++='O')¡






I&Ye repetitive code in letcuO
*1















.trc (kalol'," Hz" );
if (ro)









1 /* cnwrtO '"I
/*
GETCURSESO
ui tha the IC ii aly in lI.plu moe, and tha the tim
doma plot h. aly ben drawn.
defi repc: of inert ua be¡i and end inken (veriicaliea)¡
fitd ii the ita. data aale, latd ii the endi daa Iale
hie ii the horintal data incrnt
'"I
in setcu(lon¡ '"fvme, Ions '"Ivme, int '"ubw, in '"dba,
Ions '"fcu, Ions '"ICW, Ions hie,




UDlPed in done, ic:, j, luku, lutba
latCU=8¡ /* .tar with the end m&ker '"I
latw=4¡
eolrCURSCOL+24¡
if (li;: (j=('"lcw- '"fvlie)/hie))
dr.wVLn(j,16,vace-1,&tcolr,0)¡ /* wrte the lie '"I
colrCURSCOL+16;
if (0 c: Ü=('"fcu - '"fvme)/hic))
dr.wVLn(j,16,vace-1,&tcolr,0)¡ /* wrte the lie '"I
if (frot H
colrFCURSCOL+ 20;
dr.wHLn( vse '"uba ,0 ,63 ,colr )¡
dr.wHLn( vac '"uba+ 1 ,O,639,colr)¡
colrFCURSCOL+ 16;
dr.wHLn( vac '"dba ,0,63,colr)¡
dr.wHLn( vse '"dba+ 1 ,O,639,colr);
1




done:done¡ /* zero done '" I
whie(!doneH /* loop; active cu i. hishshted as LIGHTRED '"I
whie(Ox &t (ich=biClY(O)) /*Ioo uDil kbd aedi nul c:'" I
if(ic:==EXITPROG )returEXITPROG) ¡
iwait=l¡/* boin iwai for .pe aht '"I
Iwitch(ichH
cu Ox140 : /* ctrl-rit &IW '"I
cu Ox4d : /* aht-rilh &l, move inker ngl 5 '"I
iw&it=-iw&it;
cu Ox130 : /* ctrl-leCt am '"I
cu Ox4~ : /* aht-let &i, move inker left 5 '"I
iw&it '"=8;
cu Ox4bO : r let &l, 10 move inker left '"I
iw&it=-iwat¡
cu Ox4d : /* nsh &l, 10 move ii rilh '"I
colrCURCOL+24;
if ((0 c: Ü=((lutcu?-lai:'"fcu) - '"fvlie)¡'e))&t&t(hs ;: j)
drawVLÜ,16,YIl,Aco,O); I'" !ton old li '"I
vai(fcu,l, '"fvli, '"lvli,(loDl)iw&it'",ltcu);
if ((0 c: Ü=((1tcu?'":'"fcu) - '"fvlie)¡'e))&t&t(hs ;: j)
drawVLnÜ.16,wce-l,&colr,0)¡ r!tOf old lie '"Ibre
cu OxSO : r dow &i, move bw dow one bin '" I
iw&it=-iwat;
cu Ox480 : /* up &l, move bw up one bin '"I
if(frlot Hj=vac(lutba?'"ul-:'"dba) ;
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drawHLnu++ ,0,63,FCURSCOL+ 20);
drawHLnu ,O,63,FCURSCOL+2O)¡




cu Ox47oo : /* key del key, toge lutc *1
colrI6+(CURSCOL( CURSCOL+8));
if ((0 c: U=(-lcu - *rvlie)/hic)).k.k(li :) j))
drawVLnu,16,Yle-l,.colr,0); 1* xon old lie *1
if ((0 c: U=(*fcu - *fvlie)lhc)).k.k(li :) j)





draw HLn( nc&l&- *uba 1 ,0,63,colr);
drawHLn(vac&-*dba ,0,639,colr)¡




cu Ox68 : 1* Alt-Fl, incr fr by a factor of 2 *1
scer *= 2;





cu Ox690 : 1* Alt-F2, dec fr by a factor of 2 *1
scer 1= 2¡










cu DRPLUS : 1* *1
cu DRMINUS : 1* .1
cu FDEFAULT : 1* alt-d, ratore ~naam default. *1
cu XNOISE : /* alt-n, tolg noi -ipp~on *1
cu WRTFILE : /* IIve daa withi cu in new fie *1
cu PSHGSTACK : /* coiirol p& down, re.pùi with new lit. *1
cu POPGSTACK : /* comrol p& up, pop previc: cu *1
cu FREQDISP : /* alt-f, draw ~naam *1
cu EXITPROG : 1* ac, done movÌl maken, exit *1
cu FFTNCRSE : /* alt-F5, incr flt-N. by a fac of 2 *1
cu FFTDCRSE : 1* alt-F6, d~ flt-Nze by a facor of 2 *1
done=l; /* tertes outer whie loop, acion ta *1
/* in the i-tat() whie lop *1
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cl( 0);Itrc(lilors,fna) ;
wrtStri(kolon,5, vidpae);
cnwrt("'cu,O,ltcu,i,hc); r frm/upp cur · I
it (moii)
wrtStnnl(" noÍl re(erece", 5, vidpa)¡
loti-y(O,botlie)¡it (frotH
ltoa (.uba::::l )*I&frSPEKDISP ,kalrs,10)¡
wrtStnnl(kolon,FCURSCOL+ 16+ latba, vidpa) ¡
wrtCh( '0 ' ,5, vidpe );curic(l, vidP6e);
Itoa (.dba::::l )*I&frSPEKDISP ,kalon,10)¡
wrtStri(kolon,FCURSCOL+ 2Glatba, vidpae) ¡
wrtStri(" =" ,5, vidpae);
llo ((.uba::::i H*dba::::l) ) *1&frSPEKDlSP ,)lon,10)¡
wrtStnnl(kolon,FCURSCO L+ 18, vidpa);





wrtStril(kolors ,~CURSCO L, vidpae) ¡bre;
) r if H+=l00 .1
) r whie (!done) *1
*(vlie=*(CW;
*lvlie=*lcu;
retum(idi);) r fution letcu * Ir
IWRTFU,E
*1
in wrdìle(int ife, lonl (di.p, 101l ldi.pH







wrtStri("omput fie na: ",Ox,vidpAle);
.tnet(fn,O)¡
whie (O==.fn) r reStr retun NULL it -= *1
retrifn,O );





wrtStr("detin File opeii did not .uccee... ",Ox,vidpae)¡
m-i( - i )¡
)
l-if,(HEADWORDS+fdip)O(O(l,SEEK~ET)¡ r aa (or al (or.1it (itutH ia wrtiD ii uc .1(OIia=rdi¡ iaddi¡ ia+=nrH
nr=id&(iJe,nmi( iåze.i~ia ),(lOIl)O,iptr=ida) ¡
ror(i=O¡ i++o(nr; H
itoa"'ptr++ ,c:r=fn, i 0 )¡cptr-;
whie(a++cptr) r my rwrteatri fuion *1
pute( (in )acptr ,08)¡
putc('\n' ,08) ¡)rrori*1) r ror ia ai
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) /* if itext -I






ultoa( aafr,kolora, 1 0) ¡
-mh=itrlei(kolora)+ ~¡
-(matbe+20)='I'¡Itl'(mathea+ 21,kra);
Cwrte(mathea, 1.~1 +itrlen( mathea 20) ,08);
Cor(ia=Cdip; iac:ldiip; ia+=nrH
nr=idatrad(ife.n=mi( xfze.idi~ia ),(long)O,ida) ¡
Cwrte( ida,2 ,m08) ¡
) /* Cor ia -I) /* el-I
els , /* wrtin by, with heaer -I
Itoaldi~fdip,f, 1 0) ¡
if (6;: itrlen(fn))
Cor(i=O, cpt=header+26; i++ c: &-itrlen(fn)¡ -cpti++='O')¡
itrc (cptr,D) ¡
Cwrte(header,2 ,HEADW 0 RDS,08);
for(iaa=fdisp; iapC:ldip; iaa+=nrH
nr=id&ad(ife ,nmi( idaize .idii~ia ),(long)O,ida) ¡
fwrte(idat ,2 ,m08);
) !* Cor iaa - I)!*els-I
CCL08 08) ¡
retur(O);
) !* wrfie - I
I-
PRMCHANGE()
cl GLOBALS dynane, drh.r.te, colae, avgpw
ipa IAvU fuction Cor patest

































if (idii ;) 256)
i





if (idii -c 64)
i




) /* iwitch iv *1
retum(ree) ;
ì /* prmeO * 1
/* SCALESET
wi the re of lebc:a1e to detere ac for power sptral
dilplA.






c:olae=( double )(MAXCOLOR-l.0)1 dyai;
ma += (double) ZO.O*l0I(Iait( 0.0)) /l0l( (double) 10.0);
ì
retum(lDw)¡






ii manal, mi-l, iva, ia, if;
ii ki=0. -i1. *um, *lÚexp, upb&SPEKDISP. dowbl2;
/*
8/6/911 CHECK ON UP AND DOWNBAR INDICES AND FREQUENCY TRANSLATIONS
XFSTACK NOT YE IMLEMENTED
CHANGES IN XFSIZE WIL AFFECT MANY OTHER PARAMS, INCL. AVGPOW
.1
ÍD mDwta(STKSZ), mivsta(STKSZ), xfta(MAXFSIZE);
IOIl fdi. ldiy, Di-, hbinze, ia. fcu lc:
loll rdatad(STKSZ). ld(STKSZ). hbintaSTKSZ);




fien (slba) fied in MAIN (nai)
or SCRFILE:
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a ma that seti the fiena frm the ~ (iplot)





lc:ldipla =num= (fopenip(fiena,&if)-5 1 2)~ ~ 1 ¡bbinsenum 1l-+ 1 ¡





ü (HEADWORDS-c -Cl !=(ival=readif,heaer,HEADWORDS-c -ci))
errt("calete hea not found")¡
ifm=heaer 1 22; Ãexp=heaer+ 1 2O;aCr=*1f ¡
for(iv=O;iva-c *lÍexp;aCr* = 1 O,iva++ ) ¡
*avSPw=O.O¡ /* ze in a\'w aipa fit emry *1
prmane(FD EFA UL T ,kfdisplay,kkioise);
maw=getiie(if, fdisplay, ldisplay, xCaize, idat, rdt,








emen the çaphic diiplay here
stari out with the re çaphica CIn selected
left and rish ars move the c: in aie steps (hse point.)
ctrl key spe up thi. movement 5x
home key selecta Crom CIr, end iilecta re C\
PSdn eic such that iileced resion fi the ac
pgup pops out the previOUlY selected regin
aix Ie vela of .tac ar proided














maw=setiie(if, fdi.pla, ldiiply, xCair. ida,
rd, kmiva, kmava, kiis, ha, avSPw,
ksJb.., ku..ois) ¡
maw=Ka_t(ma ,kois) ¡) /* ü prmSe...el *1
) /* whi biomy(l) *1










Itoa iifrolon+.trlen(kolon), 1 O)¡
.trc(kolon,"H:i dr")¡
itoa (in )dyiane,llon+strlei(kolon), 10) ¡
strc(kolon," aa")¡
itoa (in )dntuate,kolcn+strlen(kolon) ,I 0) ¡
.trc(kolo," ftt=")¡
itoa xfz.,kolon+atrlen(kolon), 1 O)¡
wrtStri(kolon,TITLCOL,vidpae )¡
if (kiiae)wrtSU(" NR", 9, vidpa)¡
/*
re the da bet wee the cun (UA £disply and bbinz.)
switc: to Fapc: moe and clea the ac
-I
Cdatac(itac)=Ccllay¡ /* Ave cum lociom -I
ldøtac~.tac) =1cllA ¡
if (PSHGSTACK== (iva=letcu( &:rdiapy,&dcllay, &:upba, &:down,
&:Ccu, &:lcu,
hbiz.,ana ,koia,i) ) H
/*
rd and ldøtac store cut ac edges (C and ldiaplay have cu)
muat Ave acg valus beore incrntÏI the pointer
-I







clstak(iatac++J=colae;/* incrme the stac pointer -I




maw=getiie(iB, rdiplay, ldi.pla, xCaiz., idat, rd,
&:miva, &:maval, kiia, hae, av¡w,
&:glob.., &:..~oiae)¡
maw=acea( maw ,koia)¡
1 /* iC PSHGSTACK -I
el iC (POPGSTACK==ivalH









1 /* if POPGSTACK -I
eJl
iC (WRlFILE=::va)
iCe wrfie( iB,rdilay,ldiplay) H
loiy(O,O)¡
wrtStri("err wrtin fie" Pr,vidpe)¡
1
/*getcu retW' the c: potiona in rdiply and ldisply
muat reer true diy potiona frm the stac iC no cbe
des, .. in WRlFILE and FRQDISP
-I
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f'diiipl.=f'dltadriatac );
ldiiipl.=ldltadri.tac J ¡
if(prme( iva ,.kIlI1,&k.oiii) ) ~
letiie(ii, f'diply, ldi.play, xúse, ida, rdat,
.kmiva, .kmaval, luii, hi, avgpw,
.kglob.., .kU-Doiø)¡
maw =iei ( maw ,koii)¡
)
)if (rn1lfp " (ldiply=f'di.pl. + (loq)bie*bbin:i))ldiiipl.=nwi¡




) l- piteit *1
ma( ar,ar)ÎD arlCi ch *arD¡
~
if (1 == argc)
errexh("uile: nail "fiena~ dr aa relvJ")¡
iitrc(fiena ,arlVri J) ¡




) r defaul. ar VVSCALE, VBSTGMODE, VBOTLINE *1
vii=16¡
if (!(dyuanle = atof'(air2J))
dyuane = DRDEFAULT¡







Th fuction read ui .enda ihe by fie data to a Canetia bo moel
PC-DMA. The D/A cailûs of the Canetia bo ar ua to 'pla' the
by fie whie the tim te and tim~ency diUibution ar diipla
by SIG.EXE.




The followÍD fution w.. taJ frm Graphia Prollam in C, Roer T.















#defie CONTROLA r add+1*4 */15876
#defie CONTROLB r add+2*4 */1588
#defie OFFSET-ADD 1* add+10'4 *1 15912













#def UH-SEG(p) (( FP-SEG( p) + ((FP_OFF( p) ) ~~ 4) ) &i OxFOO)
#defie UH..FF(p)
((im)( (((FP -SEG (p)+ ( (FP _OFF(p)) ~ ~4) )&iOxFF)c: c: 4)+(FP ..FF(p )&i0x)))
typefIUu leuin -lu;
itni .euÍD leul;
peu le;ch cu(30) i
unpe loq daze;
in me.Mc=O;
in fK *me(yoid) r Aloc two pas of memo I' and ch *1
t r one compleie pa *1in iemg;
vod fK *death..nbew:;
dea-io..onbliew: = fanoc(0x00);
if (death-io..onliew:1' == NULL)
t
1* ad ÍI timer #1 in thi moe *1
r and da ÍI tim #0 *1
prid("CoreleCt = %ld Nee %ld\n\r", coreeCtO, Ox200L );
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temi = UH .sEG (de&lio~iilieven);
if (UH.oFF(deatlio.Joiieven) != 0)
telDS += Oxl00;
retum (in Cli -)MK-FP(temS, 0);
L







outp(3, coun &i OxOOF);












outp(7, coun &i OxOOF)¡






















outp(CONTROLA,20); r PC-DMA Comrol repite A: 1101001 -I
outp(CONTROLB,I54); r PC-DMA Control relÌter B: 10011010-1
outp(RESET..DD,O);
L
void ki,lim(itru lIttin -liu)
i
outp(RSET..DD,O);
outp(CONTROLB, 15 + 16-lIu-;:Saùitl + 128);
outp(RESET..DD,O);




66 SIG - DAC.C
outp(TIMER..ODE..DD, 178)¡





outp(TIMER.DA, spaes &t OxF)¡
outp(TIMER.DA, spaes ;);) 8 );
)
void plot (in x, in y, in coor)
i
unpied in offiit¡
in dumy, ma¡di (Il .mem.dr¡
offiit = (lonl)y.SOL + ((IoIl)x/8L)¡













ai MOV BYTE PTR ES:(BX),OO
ai MOV AH,CL
ai OUT DX,AX









void wtfie..nt(pati iits, int cu)
i
unpied ii, jj, tempoUD, ckpin=O, lut, ia, buflOx4°OI, loe=O¡
unpied (Il .bloc, (ar .uptr¡
unigned near .nptr¡
ungned lonl chu, ma..t, point¡
double CW..C¡
bloc = MK-FP(iit.;)iil .c.c 12, O)¡ r Poiner io alocted mery .1




if (d&a.ze .c oxl00) r H .c one pae, re in al daa and .1
i /* the cycl io PC-DMA .1
plot(O,215,O);
poD = ce( ai..c.( double )(ma..t-ze));
plot(point,215,15)¡
upw = bloc;
whie( data.ze ;) Ox40)
i
re(ai, buf, Ox40)¡
data.ze - = Ox4O
loe += Ox40¡
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ckiD += &4;
nptr = bufer;
whie (FP.OFF(uptr) c: Joe)
.uptr++ = .nptr++ c:c:= 4;
)
plot(point.215.0);
poin = cei( ai..c. (double)( ma..t-d&ze) );
ploi(point,:215,15)¡
re cu bufer, d&ze);
loe += data.ze¡
dtin += &4;
it (dtint == 319)
ckiD = 63;
nptr = bufer;
whie (FP -OFF(uptr) c: loe)
.uptr++ = *npu++ c:c:= 4;
aA = *uptr;
whi (FP -OFF(uptr) c: io - dMze + Ox40)
*uptr++ = aA;
in t..( iita );











if (daa.ze :) Ox 1 
~~) 1* If :) one pAe, fi one pAe ADd then .1
t r fi quarer pAe u DMA pu proee *1







if (loe == 0)
loe = 0xe;
whie (FP .OFF(uptr) c: loe)
.uptr+ = *nptr++ c: c:= 4¡
*uptr = *np&r c:c:= 4;
)
uptr++;int..( ii );
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cl = Ox4O





point = ce( cu.mc*( double) (ma..t-daa.zeOxl ~~));
plot(poiØ,21S,IS );
nptr = buf;
whie (FP .OFF(uptr) 0( cl)
*upti++ = *nptr++ 0(0(= ..;
*uptr =*np'r 0(0(= ..¡ /* ch *1
inp( 6);
tempun = inp(6);






if (cl == Oxl00)
cb. -= 2;
ckpint += 64;





lat = ceil(( double )data.ze IOx400);
dtin = 127¡
chun = Ox40¡





point = ceil (cuc*(double)(ma..t-daa.zexl~~) );
plot(poii:,215 ,is);
nptr = bufer;
whie (FP _OFF(uptr) 0( chu)
*uptr++ = *nptr++ 0(0(= ..;
*uptr = *n¡ir 0(0(= 4;
inp( 6);
tempcoun = inp(6)¡






if (chun == Ox 1 ~~)
cl -= 2;
ckiØ += 64;






re cu bufer, daze);
npti = bufer
whie (FP .OFF(uptr) 0( chun - Oxof + daa.ze)
*uptr++ = *nptr++ 0( 0(= ..;
*u¡ir++ = *npti++ 0(0(= ..¡
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inp(6);
tempoun = inp(6)¡
whie ( tempcoum .c dcint ) l- Watch DMA and ,,&it until data -I


























whie ( tempoum .c dcint )
-(
inp(6)¡


























outp(RESET ..DD,Oxda); r Detec CanetiCi bo -I
if (inp(RESET ..DD) == 0) r 0 indic:es bo i. preø -I
-(
letl = &cletl1¡ r Get the itructur 'seti' varabes .1





set..;.sel = FP.sEG( M-Ptr);.;. 12;
mem..c= 1 ;
)




d&tze = 2.(.erd - .belI)¡
aale-iate .= ac;
seta-;'waiti = ftoor(Ie6/saple-iate + 0.5);
seta-;'Dl(~ = ftoor((double)data.ize/OXl00);
seta-;.datuize = 1;




seta- ;'of!t = 128;
seta- ;. fitentate = 1;
seta-;'uågxux = OJ
seta-;'dac2ftag = 1;
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r byte ma alw~i Oxf, color in di, in in ai, jlab replaclS noxor .1
r bic memory location; dx, u: lenera! pur repllten .1r
DRAWh
ASSUMES SMALL MEMORY MODEL
drawi a ai pixel verica lie, locted at horintal potion x
verica bounda oC the lie lU )'1 and )'2
xor fuction ca be eeleced with colorcolor+16, ovennte otherwiee
càie = incrment Cor color pointer
.1#prap in
void drawHLn(int )', in xl, in x2, ch. colorH
r
exch )'1 and y2 if yl laer tha y2
.1






an \l oC elacx reui braàtinl by the aix port
ÎntrutioDi bracel.l the Cor loop below
le Dwyer et. ai. micr/iy.elm july88:2034
.1
r eettÏI up ela Cor wrte moe 2 .1
outportb(0x3o,5 );
outportb(0x3d,2);
r eet cl = xl mo 8 .1
um mov ax,xl
aa mov cl,ai
r eet ch = xl div 8: ranleI frm 0-80 .1
aa I6 ax,l

















r bx = a. olùt .1
r ei = qa ram itar~ addr .1
um mov ax,Oi
aa mov eI,ax
r eet di = coler.1
aa mov di, color
um and di,Ox1f;
r eetup complete, re iteJ var .1
r now plot fit paia byte, ae~ the intial bi", put ma in ai.1
um mov ai,Ox
um and cl, Ox7
aa js iap
aa ib aI,d






select bit mu register
output bit rnk
bac to select register
funct.on select register
ret bits 3 and ..
ch for xor function
set bit. 3 and ..
*1
um mav dx ,Ox3e
um mav a!,Ox8


















r now prepa for al whole byte plot. *1
r compute x2 div 8, and .ubtrat xl div 8 * I
um mav ax,x2
aa ii ax, I






&aYe loop coun in ex

















r now pre lut paia byte * I
r set c1 = x2 mo 8 * Ilut:













select bit mak regiiter
outpui bit ma
bad to select register
fuction select regiiter
ret biti 3 and 4
chek ror iior fuction















r retUrIl ela to wrte moe 0 .1
ì r drawvln .1
74
sia - FFTFUNCS.C
#de MAX BOOST -15.0
#iDud "ia.h"r
th fi CO aU ol th 1f re co, iDud UI fwciici
&h c: ibe lf roi__ii al CO a Cew liaic ¡i va &h ar pu to
the lf aD reed IUbr
*1
r MUST CHANGE THE MABOOST CONSTANT AND ITS PURPOSE *1
ene ¥O C. PM
rf(8o C. *eI ii C. *e:r ii C. ~ 10 r. *Kl)¡
ezie ¥O C. PM
po8c C. *icl 10 r. *od, Io C. ~, ÏDi r. *cm);eú ¥O r. PM
b.1o r. *rd 10 r. *ed ii r. *ezp);r
GLOBAL ue ti MiW&7IT i-w-
*1
Haic iai ii., pow2¡ r UM by rfi *1
.ia ÏDi mo;r 6 Cor -I, iplOi¡ 1 Cor -)" *1
iiaic km da; r i- by pola *1iiaic 8o iai r ue by rf .1r
ili ÑDic iDiia udor re GLOBAL ft
UM ÏD MiWayl"w-
GLOBALS MUST NOT BE MODIFIED ANWHER ELSE IN FFTFUNCS. AND
THESE PUBLIC FUNCTIONS ARE THE ONLY ACCESS FOR OTHER SOURCE FILES
*1
ii IIUi(ii d)fDO = 2; r rl *1
ü(d)(da = (lI::1)¡ r po *1
pow2 = 0; r ri *1
wbie(xf ::++ (pow 2));
(po2)-¡
)
reui( (ii )clse~ ~1);











c:&e aDlUbl oa dw __ ol. 10 ai
.. FOR lo ni po aribic aDlo co
.1
.ci ...-"'(lI "di ia --Hli -l cb melor~dMii, --.0.0; -f~=fda __+_-l);
-- I- ÎI;
lor~..Cdaii; -l~-lda -l-);
) r ....... .1I.IM2FP
cl ÏDte da ÏD ic, ,i ii ÏD rd
./
.ci imi *ic, io *r, ii .. H







Cor( f'lr=rdai+ iaii,ipir=id-+iaze¡ fplr::rd; *-fplr= *-iplr-dm) ¡
)r
MAKEpSPEC
ca ea ii window. caed Ifl roulÎDe Cor re daa
convfI complex reul lo ma. phu aid relum il rd
GLOBALS INITIALIZED IN INITFFTO
*1
vaid maePçe(80& *rd, in iaseH
lu(rd. rd, kpow2);
*(rd+(iase::::l)) += 0.001; r preftlIdeow il 101 power *1
rfl(rd. kpow2. knorse. kpi);
pola(rd. rdal, kdaaise. kmoe);) r maePIpO *1r
NORMpSPEC
iubir-ill ihe power ipedni vauel il avlpD frm rd
nole iha rd ha PS vauel il evei eià'eI only
avip ha PS vau. il eYer) en&i
*1






convSU power Ipni vaUei il rd lo iIte color vaUei in !loin
relyÌD on poimel ardimalii aDd lopc: coi: Cor iplr, kci
dui veon aIOWI Ifl IÎZe oihe iha 256
*1
vaid coIrPii(80& *rd, ch *lwln, im iase 80& colaeH
di c;
im *ipà'. nceu', k, j;
80& *fplr,
nceSPEKDISP 1Øi
r iplr ÌI pla SPEKDISP byl beyond ihe be or koln *1
Cor(fpir=+ia.. ipir=koln+SPEKDIS; iplr::li; H
k = (in)(co* *(fp~=2));
k = ai(MAXCOLOR,m(O,k));
Cor=O; i++o(ii; *-ipà'(kl(ko( 0(8));
)
) r coPap() *1rSDIF
*1in 8danco ¥O *rl, col voi *r2H
80 *f, *12;
n = reel; 12 = nc2;
if( *n :) *12
nii-(I);







.180M puc(in if, 10Dl Idl, 10Dl ldiip, i. xllise
in idM, 80M rdO, im .im, iu .im,
in mo, iD hae,8oM avlpO,
80M .i~, 80M .....oÍlH
typelitrud ,80M _; ÍI ii) ..blk
..blk blk(HSCALE);
in .ipw, iold, i, di, jmu. jmi, Ilbloc, 1l. im_;
in fitblk, lutblok;






.im= -(.im = MAXINT);
10r(pobaai = ma = ilD = i = O.
nblo=mi(ha,(l~Ccip) I Dase).
lùp = in(O,(lcü - Cdip)/hae-lÚse);
i .: Ilblo; i++ H
fpl.e=tel1( ii);
nN = idai(iI,xílisep,i);





iWipw ;) jmu)jmu = .iptr;







blk(blk(il.i = i).. = 1U;
if(--':lUl r need Cor i- colon dur SOID .1
mu1U; r whel fu qI ÍI DO peor .1+. .'W'.~i;
l
) r Cor i 0 to Iltii .1
.i.mali- --/(( døubl )Dbli-dase);
lap += idse r lap be re inte -I
r pola .me( itrai.l amtud) -I
if (-a"¡p=O.OH r -i do_lor tbe fi-I
qi(bll-,a IIlk),acm);i-(aYlP,o.(l +(id;);) i) )-u-(8o));
- -_=0.0;&nbI :. Db/IO;
if!G-blc=ibl/5 ))l-bI++;r l()~ -I
Iori-lbl i.:l-bI; r i++ iD lo bo -/H
- --+=bi)..;i-(iI.(HEDWORDS+bI++).ii--lp).: .:i,5EEK.ET);
II = ida(if,mse,(Io)O,i);i-id,i.id );
maePçe(rd,i );lordpavli+mï../2. Ip = rd+mø; (rp=i)~-i;
-~pw += -l);) r lor i= fitbl to l-bI -I
-_0:- --/(doble)(lutblo-fitbl);
sia - FFTFUNCS.C
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r compui. K& (or power ipera e Ir
THIS NEEDS WORK: BETTER MAXBOOST VALUE
it pola.m rat. nee lo compute 20lr(edptr/au)
ei
(or(dptr=avlpxD/2, llU = lutblci-fitblok¡
-dptr;:=avep; )
it(MAXBOOST ;: (edp&r 1= llU))
edptr=MA XBOOST;
1 r it (eavep==o.O) e I
r solo muum bloc e I
r pola.-e(20lr(-iUtude)) e I
it ((1011)- 1 ==l-(if,(loii)(diapimelùpl HEA DWORDS).( .(1 ,SEEK..ET))
ent("eJr in teld maum ~ blo")¡









1 r ¡eUc e I
78 SIG - LIB180.H
itnid IeUm.











void ÏDl ..-. ..(wied cowa, wipiei le);
void ÏDt -l-. -l"(uned eo, UDpiei le);
voi ÏDt....om(wipied le);
void ÏDt --.... .... I'Qri(UDipied lei);
void ÏDt..(ltnid leuiD -leu);
void lu~im(ltnat leuin -leu);
void ÏDUim.dwipied lpa);
void ÏDt~im..(wipied lpa);
void wrteee(itnid leuiD -leU, UDipiei mab, wipi lab);
void ree(ltnict leum. -leu);
void wrtefie(i&id leuii -leu);
void reom(ltni leuin -leU, di -fima);
void wrtef~om(ltnid leum. -leU, ch -fima)¡
i. ltaU8 ÌDt pM);UDpi i-e(itnid leuiD -leu);
"'defe G_VERSION "2.20
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r
DRAWVN 11/24/89
ASSUMES SMALL MEMORY MODEL
draWl a ai pixel v-tiea Une, loced at horiaial podoD ii
v-tiea boUDCÙ 01 the Une ar )'1 aDd y2
iior fwcsioD ca be leleced with colarcolor+ is, oYerwrite otherwit
!diia fwcsioD ii preum to be lelected Cor the eDÌf Une!
cdie = incrmeDt Cor co pointer
.1#prap iD
void drawVLi(int ii, iD yl, iD y2, ch .color, iDt cchH
I.
exch yl aDd y2 it yl i. dIAD y2
.1






&I UN oC eS.aii reui bractÏD by the aiii ponÏDtrudoii bradeWi the Cor loop below
es. ta &om miao/ayat. july88:2034
.1
r IeUiD up esa Cor wrte moe 2 .1
outpo( Oi3c.5);
outpo(0i3c.2);




r fwctOD teec repter .1
_ ine d.
r i-t bita 3 aDd...1
_ iior al,al
r let ai color atri pointe, let ei = CUt co .1
UImovai,color
_ moy el, (ail
r ch lor iior fwctOD .1
um teet eI,Oil0
_ js iior














r bIE = 80 · )'2 + x/a .1




r cote x ei" a (ra fr ~80), ad to bx .1
.. tA u,1
_ tA u,1
80 SIG - NDRAWVLN.C
MI NI ax.l
um add bx.&x
r bx = addi ofl.ei, color aly iD di .1
aa mov &X,oxa
um mov es,&X
r es = ela ram siariil ac .1










DO NOT ASSIGN VALUES TO ex, SI, DI IN THE LOOP
.1 if( edile)






MI mov di, (Ii)
) r tor y2 .1
els









outponb( Ox3å ,OX ¡
r retun ela io 'lie moe 0 · /
) r drawvln · /
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l-
SPEKDISP: miber oC verica pixei. us to dipl. powe ipectra
MAXFSIZE: maum 1ft use
HEADWORDS: use oC by heaer in 2-byte word
MAXCOLOR: the hi¡hst cole numr us Cor poWS' iperal dipla
?BSTGMODE: video moe iir ror the bet ¡rapa moe
?VSCALE: number or vertie pixela in pDe
?BOTLINE: lut text lie num in pDe
STKSZ: the use 01 the FIL .ia ror zomlreto














#defie FDEFAULT Ox200 l- Ah-d .1
#defie XNOISE Ox3100 l- Alton.1
#defie FREQDISP Ox2100 l- Alt-r .1
#defie DRPLUS Ox5200 I. inrt .1
#defìe DRMINUS Ox53 l- delete .1
#defe AAPLUS Ox7700 l- ctri-lome.1
#defie AAMINUS Ox7SO l- ctrl-end .1
#defe POPGSTACK Ox490 l- PIUp .1
#defìe EXITPROG Oxllb l- Ea .1
#defie PSHGSTACK Ox5100 l- PiOn .1
#defìe WRTFn.E OxT2 l- CtriPriSc .1
#defie FFTNCRSE Ox6c l- Alt-F3.1
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/* prot.yp iens-al £rm fuctiona in byihiftfafuca.c - /
im ftt..se(in xi) ¡
im pola-ie(im p.m);
Boat iait( double ¡n)¡
void Bdeme(Boa -Cdaa, int iaze)¡
void im2(p(int idatD. Boa rdtO. int iase);
void maePape(Boat rdatO, im iaze)¡
void normipe(Boa rdO. Boa -avgp. im iaze);
void colrPipe(Boa rdD. ch koinD. in iaze, Boa cola)¡
im adan(conat void -rel, conat void -re2);
Boa leUc(im if. loni Cdip. 10Dl ldip, im xfse in idaO, Boa rdD, im -im, im -im.
im moill, im Iie, Boa av¡D, Boa -i... Boa -.~oia);
/* protceyp iens-ated £rm fuctiona in byltufdrawh1.c - /
void drawHLn(int Y. im xl, in ii2. ch color);
/* prot.yp iens-ated £rm fuctions in kaltufDdawvln.c - /
void drawVLn(int ii. im yl, in y2. ch -coler. int cce);
/* protceyp iens-ated £rm fuctions in kaitufaii-i.c - /
void tiCDb(ICl he. ÍD vm in (plot);
im lieplot(im if, 10Dl fitd, loni hic, int mnva, im mival. im Cqplot,i moia);
void vcu(IODl -fl. 10Dl -l1, 10Dl Cdiip, IODl ldip. 10Dl imv. unpd lcu);
void hcu(int -ub, im -db. im imv, im upba);
void timt(loDl jCU);
void cnwrt(loDl iCW, im ro, int IatCU, im ip. loni MC);
im letCu(loIl -CvÜDe, 101\ -Ivme. int -uba, in -dba, 10Dl -Ccu, 10Dl -Icu, loni hic.
im frot, im imoÏl im if);
im wrifìle(int ife, 10Dl Cdip, lonildiip);
im prmie(unpd iv,i -11,Ít -1m);
Boa lCaet(floa ma,it 1m);
void peteat(void)¡
/* protceyp iens-ated £rm fuctions in kaituf wbiimo.c -I
void erTiii(cha -mai);
im idaiu(in ip. im iiaise, 10Dl 1ap, void -da);
10Dl Copenip(ch -fn. int -ife);
void fninin.i..ir(im idatD, int nelem ÍD -vm, int -vm);
/* protceyp iens-ated £rm fuctions in byltufOtutla.c - /
im reacChar(in PAle, cha -attr);
im letl,eyO;
void iotoiy(im colum, int row);
im letPa¡e(YOid);
void ietiiy(int -colum, int -ro. int PAe);
void wrtCJ(di ch im coler, im PAe);
im letMode(in -ncc);
void curi(im ipa,Í PAe)¡
void crlf(im pa)¡
void wrtStricb -itr, int color, int pa);
void aetMode(in moe);
void c1( di colon);
void relr(di -1p. in coi-t);
void aetpaeUein pate, in cole);
void aetr;apCl(in sm);
void cle(int lie) ¡







Re & Chacter frm the Sc














uncm REG S rei;
rei.h.ah = 0;
retum(in86(OxI6,.krel,&rel)); r turbo in86() retW' AX .1
)r
GOTOXYO
Move Cunr to Speed x,y PcatioD and P&le 3
.1



















GeU th C\i C~ PcaUio
.1









84 SIG - PLOTUTLS.C
¡-
WRIeHAR
Writee a Chacter to the Sc with Speed Attribute
-I




























ii col, row, widtb, leiib;









elø if (eol ':0)
col = 0;















Wri&ee a Stri to tbe Sc witb Speed AUribute
ca wr&e futer if curi Iwàioii ar pla in tbe
sia - PLOTUTLS.C 85
fwcûon inÜ&zaioD, and eo and ro ar upded wiihi
ihe rou&U.
.1
void wriSirich .ilr, inl cor, ini pae)
t




















)rCLSO = C1eaihe Scn
ch colol' = (B1)bli, (B6-B4)rb rorer;und, (B3)roreund iieniy,(B2-BO)rb baunbaun leU ihe fi color iu
colol' hu a dierDi mi under CGA
iak frm Graplu Pror;ii in C: Rl SleYe 198
.1





it (colum == 80)
i







re.x.di = OxI828;iwild (co)
t
c: 1: re.h.b = OxM¡bre
c: 2: re.h.b = OxAA;bre
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)






Re a itri frm the keyb, teni with a \8
*1
#defie ESCAPE Oxlb
void reli(di *lptr, iø COUDt)
i iD vidpa;
vidpa=ldPa¡( );
whie(ENTER != (*lptr++=letbyO &: 0i)
if (BACKSPACE == *(lpti-1)H
if (coUlt H

































leti-te l,8);ttpaeUe(2,1 ) i-paette(3,3);Mp-eUe( 4,40);
-lpuue( 5,5 );ttpaeue( 8,45) ~paeUe(1,61) ;ttpaeue(8,41);
Ietp-Ue(9,53 );tlptte10,31);ttp-eue( 11 ,44 );ltpaue( 12,3);
lep-eUe(13,52) ;atpaue( 14,54 );ttpaeUe(15,63);
cl((di)Ox10);
)rCLRLE
clea a li OD the dip~, ua II C-bïo rout iDee
*1
void cle(iDt li H
ÎD i, Pi;
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PI = letPasO¡
IOlCKy(O,le);
Cor(i=;i++ C:80¡wriCha32, I,PI) ,ciric( i ,Pi));
IOlCKy(O,le);
)
















.1in idaiu(iD ip, ii uise,io lap, voi .daH
in byteaad¡







10Dl fopep(ch .£n, int .ifeH
.jfe = open(fn,O..ONLYI0.BINARY)¡
whie (-1 == "jfeH
wrtStri("Sour Fil 0pe did Dot lICCee ",S,vidpa)¡
wrtStrii(£n,4, vidpae) ;al£( vidpe) ¡
wrtStri("ElSer fie na for input fie: ",1S,vidpa)¡
.trst(fn,O)¡
~trifn,O)¡
if (0 == .£nH
IetMode( ovidme) ¡






retur( te1(.jfe))¡ r retur II of by. .1
)
void l.i"..,,(iD idaD, int Del iD .vm, int .vm)(
in iva, i, im, im, .ipl
for(i=, iptr=ida, im=im=.ida¡ ++i~Del )
if ((va=.++i¡i) :; im)
im = iva;
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